**CL ST 374 (Women and Men in the Ancient Mediterranean World) Learning Outcomes:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Objectives Students will be able to:</th>
<th>Measures of Learning</th>
<th>Program Outcomes Alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1) demonstrate content knowledge of the history of sexuality and gender in the Mediterranean with a focus on the cultures of the Greeks and Romans, and the influence of that history on later eras; | • tests  
• quizzes  
• in-class writing | 1, 4 |
| 2) develop and demonstrate their ability to engage in critical thinking and synthesis regarding primary sources in translation, and in evaluating theories, methodologies, and perspectives applied to key questions in the history of sexuality and gender; | • oral projects  
• critical summaries  
• capstone essay  
• class discussion | 2a-b |
| 3) develop and demonstrate their ability to make contrasts and connections between literary forms, languages (Greek/Latin), ideologies, and social problems of Mediterranean antiquity, particularly regarding sex/gender and other cultural milieus including current American; | • oral projects  
• critical summaries  
• capstone essay  
• class discussion | 2a-b, 3b |
| 4) develop and demonstrate their ability to work together to gather, analyze, and present to peers information and approaches to this content area. | • oral projects/presentations | 3a |